On Sat, Feb 29, 2020 at 9:29 AM Peter Navarro <protonmail.com> wrote:
What is your cell number?

Sent from ProtonMail Mobile

On Sat, Feb 29, 2020 at 3:54 AM, Steven Hatfill <protonmail.com> wrote:
Problem; The CDC has made a series of critical mistakes in implementing the most basic measure in infectious disease control, when it distributed ineffective test kits for coronavirus diagnosis. This served to limit our ability to screen individuals for COVID-19 infection and containment. In truth we do not have a clue how many infected are in the USA. We are expecting the first wave of spread in the US within the next 7 days.

This will be accompanied by a massive loss of credibility and the Democratic accusations are just now beginning. This must be countered with frank honesty about the situation and decisive direct actions that are being taken and can be seen in the broadcast news.

The following measures need to be taken at once.

From now on, the Government must be honest about the situation and show it is undertaking major decisive actions.

1. Imminent FDA evaluation of data and adoption of Chest CT scans as sufficient alternate diagnostic criteria for Coronavirus infection
Correlation of Chest CT and RT-PCR Testing in Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

2. Immediately provide funding for Rapid IgM and IgG Antibody ELISA Testing Kit development. Evaluate NYC developed PCR Test Kit and install new team at CDC for PCR rapid test kit manufacture and distribution through the National Laboratory Response Network.
2. Imminently task NORTHCOM CBRN Response Enterprise to be prepared to provide Civil Support to California and Oregon for pandemic preparedness assistance.
   Areas for special attention are the poor, low-resource communities.

3. Task the National Guard Bureau to assign CST Teams to assist overstretched state Public Health teams with additional rapid PCR diagnostic testing.

   There are multiple people per CST team trained and certified to use PCR in the CST mobile labs. Recommend getting each CST some RT-PCR test kits so they can work with the LRN/CDC as a quick reaction force. There's already a backlog, so this just makes sense.
   There is a serious shortage of N95 fit test machines and a lot of people do not know how to use them. This is an urgent matter for nearly every federal agency. CST Teams will also use their advanced communications capability to inform the CDC EOC of testing numbers and results.

   Steve Hatfill